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The vapor pressure of He4 at the A. point and the temperature difference between the A. point 
(TA,) and the temperature of the maximum fluid He4 density (T max p) are measured with high 
accuracy. The position of the A. point was determined on the basis of the specific heat curve 
and the sharp change in the heat transfer. The position of the density maximum was deter
mined on the basis of the change in the nature of the convection. The vapor pressure at the A. 
point is found to be PA. = 37.80 ± 0.03 mm Hg (0° C, g = 980.665 cm/sec2), T\58 > = 2.1720 

± 0.0003° K. The temperature difference is Truax P-TA.= 0.0065 ± 0.0005°. 

AT the present time, there is no clear physical 
picture explaining the nature of the A. transition of 
liquid helium and its properties in the vicinity of 
the A. point. The A. transition is used as an excel
lent reference point; however, data on the meas
urements of temperature of the A. transition differ 
more widely than the experimental errors given by 
the authors. 

Thus, for example, Long and Meyer, [ 1] taking 
for TA. the maximum temperature at which there 
is still no difference between the readings of ma
nometers measuring the pressure in an external 
tank and some in thermal contact with the internal 
tank, give PA. = 38.10 ± 0.02 mm Hg. (The pres
sure here and below is given for 0 o C, and 
g = 980.665 cm/sec2, while the temperature is on 
the scale T58 • [ 2J) Using a similar method, Hoare 
and Zimmerman[ 3] obtained PA. = 37.87 ± 0.02 mm 
Hg. Roberts and Sydoriak, [ 4] observing the maxi
mum sound attenuation in liquid helium with ac
count of corrections as given by Landau and Khalat
nikov[ 5J and Chase, [SJ obtained PA. = 37.80 
± 0.01 mm Hg, Buckingham and Fairbank, [ 7] from 
measurements of the specific heat of liquid helium, 
found TA. = 2.172 ± 0.002°K (PA. = 37.8 ± 0.2 mm 
Hg). 

At several millidegrees above the A. point there 
is a maximum in the density of liquid He4• From 
the estimates of Edwards[ 8 J on the basis of meas
urements of the index of refraction of liquid he
lium, the temperature of the maximum density 
Truax p is larger than TA. by 0.001 o. From 
measurements of the dielectric constant, Chase, 
Maxwell and Millett[ 9 J found that T max P - TA. 
= 0.005 o, while Kerr and Taylor,[ 10 ] measuring the 

density of liquid helium with a pycnometer, ob
tained Truax p - TA. = 0.006 °, The temperature of 
the A. transition in these measurements was taken 
to be the inflection point on the curve of the de
pendence of density on temperature. 

The large scatter in the experimental data rela
tive to the A. point and the density maximum of 
liquid helium, and also the desire to know how 
uniquely TA. and T max P are determined by the 
different methods, served as the reason for set
ting up the present experiment. 

For the measurements, an apparatus was pre
pared which made it possible simultaneously to de
termine accurately the vapor pressure of liquid 
helium and to measure the temperature at three 
points differing in height, at the same time it was 
sufficiently adiabatic to serve as a calorimeter. 
The apparatus consisted of three concentric de
wars. The first two dewars were made of glass, 
the third of metal: its outer part was made of cop
per and its inner of stainless steel. Liquid nitro
gen was placed in the outer dewar, liquid He4 in 
the metal, and 10.6 ± 0.08 g of He4 was condensed 
in the external dewar. 

The saturated vapor pressure in the inner de
war was measured by a manometer of special con
struction. The manometer (Fig. 1) consisted of a 
vertical cylindrical tube made of glass and sepa
rated by partitions into two sections. The upper 
section was joined with the lower by a tube of in
side diameter 6 mm. The manometer was filled 
with mercury. The lower section of the manome
ter was connected with the space of the inner de
war by means of a metallic hose of diameter 
10 mm. The reading of the manometer was by 
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FIG. 1. Manometer for the measurement of the saturated 
vapor pressure of liquid He4 near the critical point. 

means of a KM-5 cathetometer. The random scat
ter in the pressure measurement amounted to 
±0.005 mm Hg, while the systematic error brought 
about by the inaccuracy of determination of the 
mercury level and by the lack of constancy in the 
room temperature did not exceed ±0.03 mm Hg. 

The general form of the inner dewar is shown 
in Fig. 2. A flat constantan heater 1 was placed on 
the outside of the bottom of the inner container 
with He4; at helium temperature, this heater had 
a resistance of 50.4Q. Thermometers 2 were 
placed in the container at distances of 25 80 and 

' ' 135 mm from the bottom; the upper thermometer 
was located no further than 1 mm from the free 
surface of the He4• 

To guarantee the adiabaticity of the liquid He4 

in the internal dewar a bottleneck was made in its 
upper part; this was accomplished by a tube of 
stainless steel of diameter 10 mm, length 40 mm 
and wall thickness 0.1 mm. In order to prevent the 
incidence of thermal radiation on the inner con
tainer with the liquid He4, a copper screen 3 mak
ing thermal contact with the He4 of the middle de-
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FIG. 2. Structure of the inner dewar: 1-heater, 2-ther
mometers, 3-screen. The curve shows the variation of pres
sure in the dewar in warming from above by means of the gas. 

EPP- 0.9Mf 

FIG. 3. Electrical measuring circuit for recording ther
mometer readings: T,, T 2 , T 3 -resistance thermometers, 

RJ, Ri, Ki, ri -resistors, RN standard resistor, PMS-48-low 
resistance potentiometer, Fll6/1-constant current micro
voltmeter, EPP-0.9Ml-electronic automatic potentiometer. 

war was located above the bottleneck. Heat conduc
tion to the inner vessel in the range T < Tt., at a 
temperature of He4 in the middle dewar of about 
4° K amounted to 0.1-0.2 milliwatt and was brought 
about chiefly by the layer of liquid He4• In the tem
perature range T > Tt.,, the total heat conduction 
to the inner vessel was principally due to the heat 
transfer above by the gas and by the thermal con
ductivity of the walls of the container, and was 
equal to about 0.06-0.07 milliwatt. This guaran
teed passage through the temperature range 
Tmax p- Tt., in time t::::: 1 hour. 

For reliable and reproducible temperature 
measurement, thermometers were made of lead 
brass1> and was a wire of 0.05 em in diameter and 
5 em in length, stretched on a flat picture frame. 
The resistance of each thermometer at helium 
temperature was about 1Q while the temperature 
sensitivity was 0.8Q/deg (for currents of 0.5-
5 rnA). The thermometers had a linear dependence 
of resistance on temperature in the region from 
2.1 to 2.7°K. In the temperature range from 2.154 
to 2.172° K, the linearity was observed with accu
racy better than 1%. The thermometers were cali
brated against the vapor pressure of liquid He4, 

and their readings were recorded by an automatic 
recorder by means of the circuit shown in Fig. 3. 
This circuit, with the help of the resistors Kt. Ri, 
and ri, made it possible to determine the individ
ual temperature sensitivity in each thermometric 
channel. The maximum temperature sensitivity of 

l)The conductor of lead brass was made in the department 
of Materials Technology of the Academy of Sciences Institute 
for Physical Problems, under the direction of N, N. Mikhailov. 
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the circuit was 4 x 10-5 o K for a single division 
of the graph of the recorder. 

MEASUREMENT OF TA. 

The first method of determination of the A 
point consisted in the determination of the kink in 
the curve of relative pressure vs time in the inner 
dewar for a small heat influx through the free sur
face of the liquid helium. 

The experiments were carried out in the follow
ing way: the temperature of liquid He4 of the mid
dle dewar, in which the inner dewar was placed, 
was lowered to T < TA. The liquid He4 in the in
ner dewar was also cooled to T < TA because of 
the condensation of its vapor on the copper screen 
(Fig. 2) and the copper walls of the upper part of 
the inner dewar. Then the liquid He4 in the middle 
dewar was heated and its temperature was main
tained at 4° K. Under these conditions the temper
ature, and also the vapor pressure of the liquid He4 

in the inner dewar, began to increase smoothly. 
As is seen from Fig. 2, the shape of the curve 

changes sharply after reaching a pressure equal 
to 37.80 mm Hg. We took this point of discontinu
ity PA.a to be the A point. Within the limits of ac
curacy of the experiment, PAa did not depend upon 
the heat influx to the inner vessel (from 0.1 to 
0.2 milliwatt) and was equal to 

P,a = 37.80 + 0.03 mm Hg, 

which corresponds to 

T,a = 2.172o + 0.0003° K. 

It should be noted that after reaching the tern
perature TAa• the appearance of a noticeable dif
ference in temperature between the upper and 
lower layers of liquid He4 in the dewar was ob
served. 

The second method of determination of TA was 
based on the fact that the heat transfer from the 
solid to the superfluid helium was more effective 
than to the non-superfluid helium; therefore, the 
resistance of the thermometers changes abruptly 
on going through the A point. 

Measurements were carried out in the following 
way: the temperature of the liquid He4 of the inner 
dewar was established at T < TA.> and that in the 
outer dewar at T Rl 4 o K. A constant current was 
maintained in the thermometers in the limits from 
0.5 to 5 rnA, which corresponded to a heat flux 
density through the surface of the thermometers 
from 3.2 to 320 microwatt/cm2• The thermometers 
were calibrated against the vapor pressure of He4 

in the range below the A point; the accuracy of the 
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FIG. 4. Temperatures T.\b(w) for which jumps occur in the 
thennometer readings, as a function of the heat flux density w 
through its surface. 

calibration was ±0.00005 • relative, and ±0.0003° 
absolute. The temperature of the liquid He4 in the 
inner dewar was slowly raised and a jump was ob
served in the readings of the thermometers on go
ing through the A point. It appeared that the size 
of the temperature jump ~T of the thermometers 
is a linear function of the heat flux density through 
the surface of the thermometers. 

!J.T = k1w, k1 = 2 ·10cm 2. 0 K/W, 
[w] = [W/cm2]. 

The values of the temperatures TA b(w) at which 
the jump is observed in the readings of the ther
mometers are shown in Fig. 4, and are described 
by the relations 

TAb(w) = 2.1720 - k2w, k2 = 0.5cm2·°K/W, 

[w] = [W/cm2], 

which, as w - 0, gives 

TM = 2.172o + 0.0003° K. 

The third method of measurement of the A point 
was to determine the specific heat near the A 
transition and from it TA under the assumption of 
the validity of the temperature dependence of the 
specific heat obtained by Buckingham and Fair
bank. [7 1 According to their data, near the A tran
sition, 

C[ J/g · 0 1\] = 4.55- 3log (T,- T) forT< T,. (1) 

Measurements of the specific heat were carried 
out with simultaneous measurement of the pres
sure of the saturated vapors and the automatic re
cording of the readings of the thermometers. The 
specific heat of the liquid He4 throughout the whole 
interval of the measured temperatures was deter
mined according to the formula 

C = q/mtlT, 

where q is the quantity of heat obtained in the heat 
pulse, m the mass of liquid He4, ~T the change 
in temperature of the liquid He4 brought about only 
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by the heat pulse. (The heat capacity of the empty 
vessel amounted to 0.03% of the heat capacity of 
the helium.) 

The value of ~T was determined from the cali
brated recording of the reading of the thermome
ters on the tape of the automatic recorder in terms 
of the distance between the heating curves before 
and after the temperature pulse. The curves were 
straight parallel lines within ±0.0001 o. The char
acter of the curve is seen in Fig. 5 (Section 0 - a). 
It was impossible to obtain the value of the heat 
capacity of the liquid He4 in the temperature range 
TA. < T < Tmax p with out apparatus because of the 
inhomogeneity of the heating of the liquid He4• 

In the measurement of the heat capacity of the 
liquid He4 in the range T > Tmax P' pulses of dura
tion 20 sec were used which gave off 0.4 Joule of 
heat energy in the heater 1 (Fig. 2). This brought 
about an intense convection in the liquid He4 and 
guaranteed a more homogeneous heating of the he
lium in the dewar; however the accuracy of deter
mination of the heat capacity in this case was 
about 50%, and the measurements were carried 
out only in order to check that there was no major 
error in the method of measurement. 

For measurement of the heat capacity of the 
liquid He4 in the region T > Tmax P' pulses of 
20 sec duration were used, which contained 0.101, 
0.145 and 0.227 J. This made possible the deter
mination of C with an accuracy of about 10%. The 
results of the measurements of the heat capacity 
and to curves corresponding to Eq. (1) with TA. 
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FIG. S. Readings of the lower (1), middle (2) 
and upper (3) thermometers (explanation in text). 

equal to 2.1716 and 2.1720° K are shown in Fig. 6. 
As is seen, these curves are extreme but still lie 
within the limits of error of measurement in the 
experimental data for all values of the specific 
heat capacity. Thus, taking the absolute error in 
the determination of T into account, we obtain 
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FIG. 6. Specific heat of liquid He4 near the A. point. The 
points are our measurements; the different symbols corre
spond to different experiments. The solid curves correspond 
to the variation of the specific heat of liquid helium heat 
TA. obtained from the data of Buckingham and Fairband[7] for 
TA. taken by us to be equal to 2.1716 and 2.1720"1<. 
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MEASUREMENT OF T max p 

The measurement of Tmax p was based on a 
determination of the temperature of the lower 
layers of helium in the dewar, for which convec
tion in the dewar began to take place or, con
versely, ceased. It is well known[UJ that for a liq
uid (in the given case, for helium I) located in a 
vertical tube (dewar), along which there is a con
stant gradient 8T/8h, the boundary of convective 
instability is the value 

aT I ah = -67.4 xv I rlg~, (2) 

where K is the temperature conductivity, v the 
kinematic viscosity, {3 the coefficient of thermal 
expansion of liquid He4, r the internal radius of 
the dewar, h the height of the layers of liquid He4 

in the dewar, and g the acceleration due to gravity. 
If use is made of Eq. (2) and the results of the re
search of Chase, Maxwell and Millett, [SJ from 
which it follows that T max P - TA = 0. 005 o and 

~ = 4.9 ·10-2 + 2.1·10-2 log (T- TA) 

for (T- TA) < 0.03°, 

then one can estimate the maximum temperature 
difference IT'- Tmax PI between the upper lay
ers of helium located at temperature T max p, and 
the lower layers located at the temperature T', 
for which convection in the dewar has still not ap
peared. 

If we take it into account in (2) that 8T/8h 
IT' - Tmax p 1/h, then 

IT' - T max pI ~ 6 · 10-s 0 K. 

This is the limiting accuracy with which one can 
determine experimentally the temperature of the 
maximum liquid density of He4 in a given appara
tus from measurements of the temperature of the 
appearance and disappearance of convection in liq
uid He4 close to Tmax p· 

The determination of the difference Tmaxp- T 
was carried out in three ways. The first method 
was based on the fact that if liquid He4 initially at 
a temperature T < T max P is heated continuously 
from below, then the lower layer of helium will be 
heated up to T > Tmax p• and the upper layer of 
helium, which has the temperature T = Tmax p 
will fall; thus the situation will be continued until 
all the liquid He4 in the dewar is heated to T 
~ Tmax p· In other words, the readings of the 
lowest thermometer should remain close to some 
temperature which we shall take to be T~ax p· 
Then the temperature of the lower and middle lay-

ers will begin to rise as a consequence of the con
tinuing convective heat transfer. 

The experiment was carried out in the following 
fashion: liquid He4 in the inner dewar was cooled 
to T < TA, the temperature of the outer dewar was 
kept constant close to 4 o K. Then the temperature 
of the liquid He4 was raised in the inner dewar to 
TA < T max p by heat pulses from the heater (Fig. 
5, section 0 -a). In the next section (b - d'), a 
constant current of 2 rnA passes through the heater; 
this current releases about 0.2 microwatt of heat 
energy in the heater. When the lower layers of liq
uid He 4 were heated to the temperature T > Tmax p. 
subsequent liberation of heat in the heater 
brought about convection in the dewar (oscillatory 
character of temperature rise and an enormously 
large value of the heat transfer in helium I; sec
tion b - b', curves 1 and 2). Here the temperature 
of the lower layers was kept constant with an ac
curacy of ±0.0005° close to T~ax P (section c- d, 
curve 1). The difference Tffiax P - T.\ was deter
mined from the calibration of the thermometers in 
the temperature region T < TA, which was extrap
olated to the region of temperatures of helium I. 
The resultant value was 

T:nax p-TA= 0.0063 -+- 0.0005°. 

The next method of measurement of the quan
tity Tmax p - TA was based on the fact that if he
lium I at T > T max p is cooled from above, the 
convective cooling of the lower layers of helium in 
the dewar should cease close to the temperature 
maximum density. The experiment on the deter
mination of this temperature is a continuation of 
the above and was carried out in the following way: 
when the entire liquid He4 in the internal dewar 
was heated to T > Tmax P' then the temperature 
of the liquid He4 in the inner dewar was lowered 
by the increase in the boiling off of liquid He4 from 
the outer dewar. The rate of pumping was main
tained so that the upper surface of the liquid He4 

in the inner dewar was at a temperature below the 
assumed value of the temperature for maximum 
density (the section d' - f, curve 3). The heat 
transfer in the dewar has in this case a convective 
character (section d' - e in curves 1 and 2). 

The viscous forces in liquid He4 cause the mo
tion of liquid He4 in the lower part of the dewar to 
be damped out in about 20 minutes, while the lower 
layers of helium are cooled to the temperature for 
which its density will have the maximum value. 
When the temperature of the lower layers ap
proaches a certain temperature T~ax P' then the 
heat transfer between the upper and lower layers 
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almost ceases (section e - f, curve 1), indicating 
cessation of convection. The jumpwise nature of 
the decrease of temperature of the middle ther
mometer (point g, curve 2) takes place because of 
the short duration cooling of the central layers of 
the helium through the upper layer to the tempera
ture T < TA: A nondamping mechanical motion of 
helium mixes the middle layer, which leads to an 
increase in the temperature of the helium close to 
the middle thermometer (section g - f, curve 2). 
As the temperature of the upper layers of liquid 
He4 in the internal dewar increases to a tempera
ture greater than the temperature of maximum 
density (section f- h, curve 3), the central layers 
of liquid He4 are heated convectively to a tempera
ture close to the temperature T'~ax p of the lower 
layers, and there is no further heating of the upper 
layer (section f - h, curve 2). The lower layers of 
helium generally do not have any influence on the 
increase in the temperature of the upper layers 
(section f - h, curve 1). This indicates that the 
helium has a maximum density for a given temper
ature in the lower part of the dewar. The value 
obtained is 

T::,ax p- T'). = 0.0068 ± 0.0005°. 

The third method of determination of T max p 

- TA. is similar to the foregoing with this differ
ence that the liquid He4 is at the temperature 
T < T max p and the convective character of the 
heat transfer from the upper layers of helium to 
the lower was observed in the heating of the upper 
layers. The temperature was brought to the tem
perature of maximum density T~ax P' at which 
the convective character of the heat transfer be
tween the upper and lower layers disappeared. 

The experiment went as follows: the liquid He4 

of the inner dewar was cooled to T < TA.. The tem
perature of the outer helium dewar was maintained 
constant near 4 o K. The liquid He 4 in the inner de
war was gradually heated because of the heat con
duction from above through the saturated vapor and 
because of the heat conduction along the walls of 
the inner dewar. After passage through the A. point, 
the transfer of heat to liquid He4 of the inner de
war from the upper layers to the lower has a 
clearly expressed convective character (Fig. 7, 
sections a - b, curves 1 and 2). The temperature 
of the upper layers increased continuously be
cause of the heat intake through the saturated va
por of He4 (curve 3). When the temperature of the 
lower layers of liquid He4 rose to some value 
T~ax P they ceased to feel the heating of the upper 
layers (curve 1, section b - d). The increase in 
the temperature of the upper layers (section c - d, 
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FIG. 7. Readings of the lower (1), middle (2) and upper 
(3) thermometers for warming liquid helium from above by 
means of the gas. 

curve 2) took place because of the intake of heat 
from above as a consequence of the temperature 
conductivity of the helium itself and the walls of 
the container. As a result the following value was 
obtained: 

T'/:.ax p- T'). = 0.0064 + 0.0005°. 

Thus one can assume that the different methods 
of determination of the A.-transition temperature 
give identical values within the limits of experi
mental accuracy. The following values of the pres
sure and the temperature of the A. transition are 
the, most reliable: 

Pt. = 37.80 + 0.03 mm Hg. T'). = 2.172o + 0.003° K. 

The temperature of the maximum density of 
liquid He4 lies above the temperature of the A. 
point by 

T max p - T1. = 0.0065 + 0.0005°. 

The results of measurement of TA. agree with 
the data of Roberts and Sydoriak, [ 4] and Bucking
ham and Fairbank, ( 7J but are somewhat smaller 
than the values given by Long and Meyer[ 1 J and by 
Hoare and Zimmerman. [ 3] This discrepancy ap
parently follows from the very nature of the method 
of measurement of PA. which was used in c 1• 3J: in 
the passage through the A. transition the pressure 
increases not only in the outer tank but also in the 
inner one; therefore the observed difference in 
the pressure arises at a temperature somewhat 
exceeding TA.. 

The measured value Tmax P-TA. agrees with
in the limits of experimental accuracy with the ex
perimentally obtained data for this value by Chase, 
Maxwell, and Millett,c9 J and by Kerr and Taylor .[1° J 
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